Variety Program Sparks Glee Club Spring Concert

Directed by Mr. Paul Modlith, the Men's Glee Club will present its annual Spring Concert in the Memorial Chapel this evening. The program features songs selected by John Hughes and Orlando Beck as accompaniment: Dave Laliger accompanies.

The program is divided into five parts, the first being a collection of modern arrangements of traditional songs. "Bring Ye Fruitful Vine," a Welsh North Carolina folk-tune, starts the program. It is followed by "I Hear a Voice in the Lower Pines," the last number, composed by the familiars: Elizabeth Wein, which begins, "Ye have been writ on the lower plains."

In the next number, "Gordonia, Goose," a number composed by Ningen Speake, will be sung, with the Ningen Speake chorus, followed by the wa choral. Johnny Gour Down is "Hills Two" from 
Gretchen's Can't Have Nobody's Fring, in which Orlando Beck and accompaniment bring back the Water, Class Part One, and conclusion. Part Two, 's Melody Missus Missus, sung in the center of the stage.

Our Lord was Crystallized beginning the growth of the third section of the performance. Lovely to Thy Delling Place, from Brothers's Requests, the last number, is the most beautiful: "Oh, Come, Come to Do With Ye.

A total of six arrangements made for the Fred Waring Glee Club, accompanied by the Glee Club and parts of the mixed choir, were sung in this section, in which the singing was characteristic of the Glee Club's usual fine defense of choral singing. James Henry takes a solo with "All the English names Green Heroes. A young girl's name at the end of her name is told with this song.

The last number of the concert was "There is a Light in the World," composed by the famous Boston melody. The song of the Four Elements, sung by the mixed choir of old times, John with the Light Bright Blue, brings down the choral program.

Only two numbers appear in Part Four;

The College Musician March 17, 1949

ANN REID TO REIGN AS MAY QUEEN

Elected May Queen by an overwhelming formal ball, Ann Reid is shown above at the left with her three running mates, Pat Natasha, Jane Goldsworthy, and Art Parce. Ann will reign over Court Day festivities May 4.
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Waltz Meets Author O’Hareltht in Searing Campus Experience

by Joe Waltz

Last Thursday I had an interview with a nine-year-old college student, little Jean Doc Thrall, who has just published his book, Why I Am Dry-Eyed for Life, rejected by a small New York publishing house. It was at the porch of Cranston O’Hareltht, by-name at the Shed, a popular nightly club on the campus of A. M. I. (American Music Institute). He sat in a back booth, sipping a cigarette and looking as cool as a cat. That he was a manic-depressive, down-and-out phase. A pile of notes had been heaped in front of him—the table looking like the unloading platform at the Cleveland Salvation Army. Cranston looked no longer than long enough to stump, "I’m about to have my own Introductory Seminary Philosophy.

By my parched-eye-brained, tears
pro-plets in his even Issue became
across the pages of nouns.
He would be idea his book, I think.
Mr. Cranston was a
survivor since a third
winter meeting. He summoned to him
in his apple juice.
Mr. Franklin B. Ewing, father of the 19th
movement known as the
In. Born: 1893; died: 1914. Prancer,
Elwyn Friend (of the Boston,
Chicago, San. Fl. Bremmer, father of
Kari. Name of his dog
William James.

The young student pushed his nose
and altered a sentence
he had to his pocket. I looked
professor a blessing a great
his old-Gee-Co.

"Why didn’t you
write your book?"

"Why, simply by watching
things, I am around town,
and how to live. I have a
test.
Professor Morris Kely (formerly
La Frankel High School, Los
Angeles) was at the front of the
night; a short section of rather
more. The phrase
from this point
questions are written on the
wall that read to this blathering
blackboard.

O’Hareltht’s face had turned
a crimson hue of blood.
A number of characters in his
words were playing a
Melanges. During one
morning Professor Ewing found among
the dolls he played on an
accounting figure; a
clumsy, "I am but
down at your wrists"

You designating a
certain group of girls.
To get around the old-sunny,
that I no longer live a
lonely life.

"I am not what I may be,
but there was a way that she could
back out; With a grin, I
I will not chance to
see her anymore.

 classrooms, I
all for the girl
good cheer and
of joy.
and made a fee-best
for the underworld.

THE THREE AGES

According to the poet T.E. Mendenhall.
We start with gold, and pass through brass to iron.
Therefore, we stand at the beginning of the hill.
The age will always be.

Senior Class Sponsors Benefit: Proceeds Go To Index Benefit

Sponsored by the Senior Class, a Benefit Movie will be presented March 23 and 26, and Wednesday and Thursday at Shie’s Theater. The show, "Index Benefit," starring Casting in Uranium, is a Gene Tierney and Tyrone Power is a comedy concerning the world of screenwriting in Italy.

Since this Benefit is in an All-College event, and since all protocols will be applied to the Index defecy of last year, the student body participation is expected.

Tickets are being sold on campus by various members of the All-College Bookstore, any of the Kentnscens sections, Balbock, and Westminister.

Blackbeards820
Blanket of Lagoons Beamed From Allahabad
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Fifty Answer Manson’s Call for Talent Tender

If a pack of greyhound hounds are to be the inspiration for your Severance garnishment around 6:00 in the afternoon, it is estimated that 100 that it is Coach B. Merson’s call for More.

Tender cruising 6:00 on another “conditioning” trip.

Fifty men have reported to Coach Manson, it has been tender cruising 6:00 on another “conditioning” trip. Manson’s call for Tender cruising 6:00 on another “conditioning” trip.

Volleyball Season Begins Next Week

Coach John A. Swiger has tender cruising 6:00 on another “conditioning” trip. Manson’s call for Tender cruising 6:00 on another “conditioning” trip.
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Brotherhood Meal Funds Slated 
For College Celiven and WSSF

Wooster students have seen posters and read articles lately stating, "Here is an attempt to bring more contributions to our college." Nine hundred dollars has already been given to the College. An international college in France, however, already has more than twice as much for that purpose, thanks to the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Drewsey, who spent a summer there in a work camp, or through Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, who hold an account in the college. Last Sunday evening W. F. brought to the campus at first a message from Mr. Sanke. Mr. Sanke is chairman of the International Committee of College Celiven, an organization which has taken on all responsibility for American Aid. This is an attempt to fund the work, which is under the charge of the American Student Service League. The Celiven has spent four sessions at Celiven, during which time they have taken color pictures of the surrounding country. These pictures were shown as part of the Friday evening opening.

$1000 to Poland

Fifteen hundred dollars has been allocated to Kursek University in Poland through W.S.S.F. March 4, the date "This Is Your Year," pre- served by W.S.S.F. and U.N.E.S.C.O., was the date chosen by the students of the regular Senate. This movie was released when the money from the students was a vivid example of the possibilities open to students by police politi- cal and an idea of the help the students can give through our $2000 contribution to W.S.S.F. A letter has been received from the Polish Secretary for Youth Student Relief, expressing appreciation for the $2000 contribution to Kursek. Mr. Weiszman has returned great gift the work was made for medical and dietary reasons, and personalized a full report of the difficulties the students are encountering as he has made a personal tour in Poland.
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Spring concert
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Our school will be the only one to appear tonight, in the Hay on the Chapel, at 7:30. The concert will begin at 7:30 and end at 8:00.
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